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Safety  grade  apparatus  and  method  for  detecting  a  dropped  rod  and  malfunctioning  exit 
thermocouples  in  a  pressurized  water  reactor. 

(57)  A  safety  system  grade  dropped  rod  detection 
system  for  a  pressurized  water  reactor  (PWR) 
(3)  utilizes  core  exit  thermocouples  (45)  ar- 
ranged  in  multiple  trains  (51)  and  hot  and  cold 
leg  RTDs  (41,  43)  to  generate  a  safety  system 
grade  rod  stop  signal.  The  system  generates 
from  the  temperature  signals  a  relative  power 
deviation  (RD)  and  a  curvature  index  (CI),  which 
is  the  spatial  second  derivative  of  RD  for  each 
fuel  assembly  (11).  The  CI  signatures  not  only 
provide  rapid,  reliable  detection  of  dropped 
control  rods  (35),  but  also  clearly  identify  failed 
and  failing  thermocouples  (45). 
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This  invention  is  directed  to  a  pressurized  water  reactor  having  a  safety  system  grade  system  for  auto- 
matically  blocking  withdrawal  of  control  rods  in  response  to  a  dropped  control  rod. 

The  reactivity  of  a  pressurized  water  reactor  is  controlled  by  regulating  the  concentration  of  a  neutron  ab- 
sorber,  such  as  boron,  in  reactor  coolant  circulated  through  the  reactor  core,  and  by  control  rods  which  can  be 

5  inserted  into  the  reactor  core.  Changes  in  boron  concentration  have  a  core  wide  effect  while  the  insertion  of 
control  rods  is  more  localized.  Typically,  the  control  rods  are  stepped  into  and  out  of  the  core,  but  can  be  drop- 
ped  into  the  core  rapidly  to  shut  down  the  core  should  the  need  arise.  It  is  possible  that  during  normal  operation 
one  or  more  individual  control  rod  drives  could  malfunction  and  drop  control  rods  into  the  core.  This  results  in 
a  reduction  in  the  reactivity  of  the  core  with  consequent  lowering  of  the  average  temperature  of  coolant  exiting 

w  the  core.  When  this  lowering  of  the  average  temperature  of  the  coolant  exiting  the  core  is  detected  by  the  con- 
trol  system,  about  ten  seconds  after  the  actual  rod  drop,  the  conventional  control  system  responds  to  this  re- 
duction  in  temperature  by  withdrawing  specified  control  rods  in  order  to  raise  the  core  average  temperature 
to  a  set  point  level.  This  can  result  in  excessive  heat  rise  in  another  part  of  the  core  as  the  control  system  at- 
tempts  to  compensate  for  the  reduction  in  core  reactivity. 

15  In  a  conventional  pressurized  water  reactor,  regulation  of  the  boron  concentration  is  used  to  control  power 
level  with  the  control  rods  being  manipulated  to  control  power  distribution  during  transients.  Even  when  load 
following  with  such  a  control  strategy,  only  about  one-third  of  the  control  rods  are  inserted  into  the  reactor  core 
at  power.  It  has  been  analytically  determined  that  with  such  a  control  scheme,  even  in  the  worst  case,  a  dropped 
rod  wi  II  not  result  in  a  dangerous  over-temperature  condition  in  another  part  of  the  core.  Hence,  whi  le  a  dropped 

20  rod  has  an  adverse  effect  on  the  operation  of  a  conventional  reactor,  it  is  not  a  critical  safety  item. 
Assignee  of  the  present  invention  has  developed  an  advanced  pressurized  water  reactor  which  is  protected 

by  passive  safety  systems.  That  is,  no  operator  intervention  is  required  to  maintain  safe  operating  conditions 
in  the  reactor  despite  various  postulated  malfunctions.  The  control  strategy  forthis  advanced  pressurized  water 
reactor  calls  for  load  following  primarily  with  the  control  rods  only  and  not  through  regulation  of  the  boron  con- 

25  centration.  This  results  in  a  wide  variation  in  the  combinations  of  banks  of  control  rods  inserted  into  the  core 
to  follow  the  load  and  maintain  proper  power  distribution  in  the  core.  This  makes  it  impractical  to  analytically 
determine  whether,  with  all  the  possible  combinations  of  rod  insertions,  there  is  no  situation  where  a  dropped 
rod  would  not  cause  fuel  damage  in  another  part  of  the  core. 

Thus,  there  is  a  need  with  the  advanced  pressurized  water  reactor  operated  to  load  follow  with  the  control 
30  rods  rather  than  through  regulation  of  boron  concentration  to  have  a  reliable  system  for  determining  if  there 

is  a  dropped  rod.  In  order  to  meet  the  criteria  of  the  advanced  pressurized  water  reactor  that  all  protection  sys- 
tems  be  passive,  any  system  for  detecting  a  dropped  rod  must  be  safety  system  grade.  That  is,  it  must  have 
the  degree  of  reliability  that  it  can  operate  automatically  without  the  intervention  of  the  human  operator.  The 
safety  system  grade  standards  are  set  forth  in  IEEE  Std.  603-1  980  which  is  hereby  incorporated  by  reference. 

35  The  IEEE  Std.  603-1980  standards  are  mandated  by  the  U.S.  Nuclear  Regulatory  Commission  for  applications 
over  which  the  NRC  has  jurisdiction  in  Regulatory  Guide  1.153  which  is  also  incorporated  by  reference  herein. 

It  is  known  to  have  rod  position  indicators  which  track  the  stepping  of  the  control  rods  in  and  out  of  the 
reactor  core  to  provide  an  indication  of  rod  position.  It  is  also  known  to  have  rod  bottom  lights  actuated  by  mi- 
croswitches  when  a  rod  is  fully  inserted.  However,  neither  of  these  systems  is  safety  system  grade.  There  are 

40  some  safety  system  grade  control  rod  position  indicator  systems,  but  they  are  expensive  and  cumbersome  to 
maintain. 

U.S.  Patent  No.  4,774,049  discloses  a  system  which  generates  on-line,  real  time  displays  of  reactor  core 
power  distributions,  and  in  particular  precisely  calculates  and  displays  two  dimensional  core  power  distribu- 
tions  relative  to  a  reference  position.  With  the  use  of  the  described  system  a  skilled  human  observer  can  extract 

45  an  indication  of  a  dropped  control  rod.  However,  this  system  is  not  of  safety  system  grade  and,  more  impor- 
tantly,  it  is  not  passive.  Furthermore,  it  cannot  readily  allow  the  human  observer  to  recognize  a  failing  ther- 
mocouple. 

There  is  a  need,  therefore,  for  an  improved,  fully  automatic  system  and  method  for  identifying  a  dropped 
rod  in  a  pressurized  water  reactor,  and  in  particular  for  such  a  system  which  is  safety  system  grade. 

so  There  is  also  a  need  for  such  a  system  and  method  which  can  distinguish  between  a  dropped  rod  and  a 
failure  in  the  system  itself. 

These  and  other  needs  are  satisfied  by  the  invention  which  is  directed  to  a  method  and  safety  system  grade 
apparatus  for  detecting  a  dropped  rod  in  a  pressurized  water  reactor.  In  particular,  the  invention  is  directed  to 
a  method  and  apparatus  for  detecting  a  dropped  rod  and  automatically  blocking  the  reactor  rod  control  system 

55  from  withdrawing  control  rods  from  the  reactor  core  when  a  dropped  rod  is  detected.  A  dropped  rod  is  detected 
using  core  exit  thermocouples  and  a  processor  which  analyzes  the  signals  generated  by  the  thermocouples 
to  identify  a  dropped  rod.  In  particular,  the  thermocouple  signals  are  used  together  with  temperature  sensors 
measuring  average  core  inlet  and  outlet  temperatures,  preferable  through  hot  and  cold  leg  temperature  sen- 
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sors,  to  generate  for  each  thermocouple  position  a  relative  power  deviation  between  the  temperature  rise  in 
the  fuel  assembly  at  the  thermocouple  location  and  the  temperature  rise  across  the  reactor  vessel,  relative  to 
reference  conditions.  The  relative  power  deviations  for  the  remaining  fuel  assemblies  at  which  there  are  no 
thermocouples  are  extrapolated,  preferably  using  known  surface  spline  fit  techniques.  Curvature  indices, 

5  which  are  indicative  of  the  spatial  second  derivatives  of  the  relative  power  distributions,  are  then  calculated 
for  all  of  the  fuel  assemblies.  The  curvature  indices  for  the  fuel  assemblies  having  control  rods,  and  for  the 
adjacent  fuel  assemblies,  preferably  the  laterally  adjacent  fuel  assemblies,  are  then  analyzed  to  detect  a  drop- 
ped  rod  and  to  differentiate  a  failed  thermocouple  from  a  dropped  rod. 

Afull  understanding  of  the  invention  can  be  gained  from  the  following  description  of  the  preferred  embodi- 
w  ment  when  read  in  conjunction  with  the  accompanying  drawings  in  which: 

Figure  1  is  a  schematic  diagram  of  a  pressurized  water  reactor  electric  power  generation  system  incor- 
porating  the  invention. 

Figure  2  is  a  schematic  cross  section  of  the  core  of  the  pressurized  water  reactor  shown  in  Figure  1  . 
Figure  3  is  a  diagram  schematically  illustrating  a  pattern  of  curvature  indices  in  accordance  with  the  in- 

15  vention  produced  by  a  dropped  control  rod. 
Figure  4A  is  a  diagram  similar  to  Figure  3  contrasting  a  pattern  of  curvature  indices  produced  by  a  failed 

thermocouple. 
Figure  4B  is  a  reiteration  of  Figure  4A  in  which  the  curvature  indices  have  been  recalculated  ignoring  the 

suspected  failed  thermocouple. 
20  Figure  5  is  a  block  diagram  of  one  of  four  trains  of  a  system  for  automatically  blocking  withdrawal  of  the 

control  rods  from  the  pressurized  water  reactor  of  Figure  1  upon  detection  of  a  dropped  rod. 
Figure  6  is  a  block  diagram  illustrating  integration  of  the  multiple  trains  for  blocking  rod  withdrawal  in  ac- 

cordance  with  the  invention. 
Figure  7  is  a  block  diagram  illustrating  generation  of  reference  signals  for  each  of  the  trains  shown  in  Figure 

25  5. 
Figure  8  is  a  flow  chart  for  the  relative  power  deviation  (RD)  and  curvature  indices  (Cl)  calculator  for  the 

train  shown  in  Figure  5. 
Figures  9A-9C  illustrate  a  flow  chart  for  the  Cl  evaluator  for  the  train  shown  in  Figure  5. 
Figure  1  0  is  an  insert  for  the  flow  chart  of  Figure  9. 

30  Figures  11Aand  B  illustrate  a  flow  chart  for  a  rod  movement  analyzer  which  forms  part  of  the  train  of  Figure 
5. 

Figure  1  is  a  schematic  representation  of  a  nuclear  steam  supply  system  1  incorporating  a  typical  pressu- 
rized  water  reactor  (PWR)  3  in  which  the  present  invention  is  implemented  to  detect  dropped  control  rods  and 
malfunctioning  thermocouples.  The  PWR  3  includes  a  reactor  vessel  5  which  forms  a  pressurized  container 

35  when  sealed  by  a  head  assembly  7. 
The  reactor  vessel  5  houses  a  reactor  core  9  made  up  of  a  matrix  of  fuel  assemblies  1  1  .  The  fuel  assemblies 

in  turn  contain  a  number  of  fuel  rods  13  containing  fissionable  material.  Fission  reactions  within  the  fuel  rods 
1  3  generate  heat  which  is  absorbed  by  a  pressurized  reactor  coolant,  for  example  light  water,  which  is  passed 
through  the  core  9.  The  reactor  coolant  enters  the  vessel  5  through  inlet  15  and  flows  downward  through  an 

40  annular  down-comer  1  7  and  then  upward  through  the  fuel  assemblies  11  where  it  is  heated  by  the  heat  of  the 
fission  reactions.  The  heated  reactor  coolant  flows  upward  out  of  the  reactor  core  and  through  an  outlet  19 
into  the  hot  leg  21  of  a  primary  loop  23.  The  hot  leg  21  delivers  the  heated  reactor  coolant  to  a  steam  generator 
25  where  feed  water  is  converted  into  steam  which  is  circulated  in  a  secondary  loop  27  to  drive  a  turbine-gen- 
erator  29  which  generates  electric  power.  Reactor  coolant  is  returned  to  the  inlet  15  through  a  cold  leg  31  by 

45  a  reactor  coolant  pump  33.  Only  one  steam  generator  25  in  one  primary  loop  23  is  shown  in  Figure  1  for  clarity; 
however,  as  is  known,  the  typical  PWR  nuclear  steam  supply  system  1  has  two  to  four  primary  loops,  each 
with  its  own  steam  generator  25  generating  steam,  and  a  comparable  number  of  secondary  loops  27  driving 
the  single  turbine-generator  29. 

The  reactivity  of  the  reactor  core  9  is  controlled  by  regulation  of  the  concentration  of  a  neutron  absorber 
so  dissolved  in  the  reactor  coolant  by  a  reactor  chemical  and  volume  control  system  CVCS  34  and  by  control  rods 

35  which  are  inserted  into  and  withdrawn  from  the  reactor  core  9  by  a  rod  control  system  37  as  discussed  above. 
The  rod  control  system  37  inserts  and  withdraws  banks  of  control  rods  under  the  direction  of  a  reactor  control 
and  protection  system  39.  Inputs  to  the  reactor  control  and  protection  system  39  include  hot  and  cold  leg  reactor 
coolant  temperatures  measured  by  temperature  sensors  such  as  RTDs  41  and  43,  respectively.  Additional 

55  monitored  reactor  parameters  include  core  exit  temperatures  measured  at  selected  fuel  assemblies  as  dis- 
cussed  below  by  core  exit  thermocouples  45.  An  in-core  detector  system  47  maps  power  distribution  in  the 
core  on  a  periodic  basis.  The  dropped  rod  detection  system  49  utilizes  the  signals  generated  by  the  hot  leg 
and  cold  leg  temperature  sensors  41  and  43  and  the  core  exit  thermocouples  45  to  detect  a  dropped  control 
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rod  35  and  generate  a  signal  which  is  applied  to  the  rod  control  system  37  to  block  the  withdrawal  of  control 
rods. 

The  exemplary  PWR  3  is  an  advanced  system  which,  as  discussed  previously,  is  designed  to  load  follow 
primarily  through  movement  of  the  control  rods  rather  than  through  regulation  of  the  concentration  of  neutron 

5  absorber  in  the  reactor  coolant.  Such  reactors  have  in  addition  to  control  rods  containing  neutron  absorbing 
material,  gray  rods  with  more  moderate  neutron  absorbing  materials  which  are  provided  to  maintain  appropriate 
power  distribution  in  the  core  9.  Figure  2  illustrates  the  arrangement  of  fuel  assemblies  11  in  the  reactor  core 
9  of  the  exemplary  PWR  3  with  the  conventional  rods  35  depicted  by  the  letter  C,  and  the  gray  rods  35'  indicated 
by  the  letter  G.  For  purposes  of  this  description,  references  to  control  rods  35  will  include  both  the  conventional 

w  control  rods  (C)  and  the  gray  rods  (G)  unless  otherwise  specified.  The  control  rods  35  in  a  single  fuel  assembly 
form  a  cluster  operated  by  a  common  mechanism,  while  groups  of  clusters  are  ganged  together  electrically  to 
form  banks  of  control  rods,  as  is  well  known.  The  arrangement  of  the  control  rods  into  banks  is  not  specified 
in  Figure  2  as  it  is  not  necessary  to  an  understanding  of  the  invention. 

The  core  exit  thermocouples  45  are  mounted  in  instrumentation  thimbles  provided  in  about  a  quarter  of 
15  the  fuel  assemblies  11  .  As  illustrated  in  Figure  2,  the  core  exit  thermocouples  are  distributed  in  a  regular  pattern 

across  the  fuel  assemblies  11  so  that  core  exit  thermocouples  45  are  located  in  fuel  assemblies  that  are  laterally 
adjacent  to  every  one  of  the  conventional  control  rods  clusters  C  and  all  but  two  of  the  gray  rod  clusters  G. 
The  only  exceptions  are  two  gray  rod  clusters  G  on  the  periphery  of  the  core  9,  each  of  which  has  one  core 
exit  thermocouple  in  a  laterally  adjacent  fuel  assembly.  In  addition,  there  are  at  least  two,  and  more  commonly, 

20  four  core  exit  thermocouples  45  in  fuel  assemblies  located  a  chess  knight's  move  from  each  control  rod  C  and 
gray  rod  cluster  G  location.  Hence,  a  system  divided  into  two  completely  independent  trains  of  core  exit  ther- 
mocouples  can  readily  be  supported.  However,  the  preferred  embodiment  of  the  invention  adopts  a  four  train 
system  which  requires  an  internal  mutual  exchange  of  information  among  the  trains  at  one  point  in  the  com- 
putational  process.  The  exemplary  PWR  3  utilizes  single  core  exist  thermocouples  distributed  in  four  trains  in 

25  the  pattern  indicated  by  the  numerals  1-4  next  to  the  thermocouples  45  in  Figure  2. 
In  orderfor  the  dropped  rod  detection  system  of  the  invention  to  qualify  as  safety  system  grade,  the  entire 

system,  including  the  core  exit  thermocouples  45,  must  be  certifiable  as  meeting  full  Class  IEEE-603  stan- 
dards. 

The  temperatures  measured  by  thermocouples  45  are  determined  primarily  by  the  power  distribution. 
30  When  thermocouple  readings  exhibit  sudden  changes,  they  may  be  caused  by  either:  (a)  a  sudden  change  in 

the  core  condition;  or  (b)  thermocouple  malfunctions.  In  the  former  case,  the  thermocouple  readings  change 
and  their  spatial  distribution  must  be  governed  by  physical  principles.  However,  in  the  latter  case,  a  controlling 
physical  principle  is  not  applicable.  In  order  to  simplify  the  evaluation  between  these  possibilities,  a  new  para- 
meter  is  introduced,  the  Relative  Power  Deviation,  RD,  which  is  defined  by: 

35 

A  Tn W L t f )   a i o ^   _1Q RD(Ltf)  =  100 (Eq.  1) 
ATO(LM  LTAvg 

40 

where: 
(L,M)  =  Thermocouple  location 
AT  =  Temperature  rise  in  assembly 

45  ATO  =  Temperature  rise  in  assembly  at  reference  condition 
ATAvg  =  Temperature  rise  across  reactor  vessel 
ATOav  =  Temperature  rise  across  reactor  vessel  at  reference  condition 

It  should  be  noted  that  although  RD  values  are  defined  herein  in  terms  of  temperature,  the  definitions  could 
also  be  cast  in  terms  of  enthalpy. 

50  While  RD  can  be  calculated  by  Eq.  1  only  for  those  fuel  assemblies  11  having  core  exit  thermocouples, 
RD  values  for  all  fuel  assemblies  can  be  interpolated  through  use  of  a  surface  spline  fit,  as  is  well  known  in 
the  art.  Each  thermocouple  45  measures  an  assembly  exit  temperature,  which  defines  a  temperature  rise  with 
respect  to  the  inlet  temperature.  RD  represents  the  percent  change  in  the  normalized  power  distribution,  with 
respect  to  the  reference  shape.  It  is  important  to  note  that  if  the  power  spatial  distribution  is  unchanged,  RD 

55  remains  at  the  value  zero,  regardless  of  power  level. 
As  the  power  distribution  changes  from  the  reference  shape,  RD  values  become  non-zero.  The  spatial 

distribution  of  RD  is  governed  by  the  neutron  diffusion  equation.  When  the  power  distribution  experiences  a 
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large  change,  by  insertion  of  control  rods  35  for  example,  RD  also  changes  by  a  large  amount;  however,  its 
spatial  variation  is  smooth,  except  at  the  rod  insertion  location.  This  is  similar  to  the  behavior  of  the  neutron 
flux  distribution.  In  order  to  quantify  the  smoothness  of  the  distribution,  another  parameter,  the  Curvature  In- 
dex,  Cl,  is  introduced.  Cl  is  defined  as  follows  in  an  x  -  y  array  of  assemblies  indexed  by  the  coordinates  (i,j): 

5  C/(/,1y)  =  4  *  RD(iJ)  -  [RD(i  -  1J)  +  RD(i  +  1j)  +  RD(iJ  -  1)  +  RD(iJ  +  1)]  (Eq.  2) 
Mathematically,  Cl  approximates  the  negative  of  the  spatial  second  derivative  of  RD.  When  the  power  distrib- 
ution  changes  due  to  control  rod  insertion,  a  large  value  of  Cl  occurs  only  at  the  rodded  location.  In  other  lo- 
cations,  the  value  of  Cl  should  be  small,  in  spite  of  a  large  variation  of  RD  throughout  a  wide  area.  However, 
if  a  large  value  of  RD  is  the  result  of  a  thermocouple  malfunction,  Cl  of  the  surrounding  assemblies  will  also 

w  be  large.  In  the  validation  of  thermocouple  signals,  this  is  the  principle  used  to  distinguish  true  changes  in  the 
physical  condition  of  the  core  from  detector  malfunctions. 

When  looking  for  "bad  thermocouple"  signatures,  the  most  meaningful  Cl  values  are  those  found  in  the 
location  of  the  suspect  thermocouple  and  in  the  four  laterally  adjacent  fuel  locations.  The  characteristics  of  a 
"bad  thermocouple"  signature  are: 

15  *  a  relatively  high  positive  or  negative  Cl  value  at  the  thermocouple  location. 
*  smaller  but  still  fairly  large  Cl  values  (typically  about  one-fourth  of  the  center  Cl  value)  and  of  opposite 

sign  to  the  center  Cl  value  in  most  (frequently  all)  of  the  four  laterally  adjacent  fuel  assembly  locations. 
*  noise  level,  random  sign  values  of  Cl  in  the  four  diagonally  adjacent  fuel  assembly  locations. 
*  virtual  disappearance  of  the  relatively  large,  opposite  sign  values  of  Cl  in  the  four  laterally  adjacent  fuel 

20  assembly  locations  if  the  RD  value  at  the  suspect  thermocouple  location  is  given  a  high  lack  of  confi- 
dence  value  (i.e.,  ignored),  the  RD  spline  fit  is  rerun,  and  the  CI's  reevaluated. 

The  sign  of  the  center  Cl  value  is  indicative  of  the  direction  of  the  thermocouple  signal  error-positive  indicates 
error  high.  The  magnitude  of  the  center  Cl  value  is  roughly  proportional  to  the  magnitude  of  the  signal  error. 

If  a  moved  (including  "dropped")  control  rod  is  suspected,  the  Cl  values  in  all  nine  of  the  fuel  locations  in 
25  the  3x3  array  centered  on  the  rod  location  contribute  to  the  signature  pattern.  The  characteristics  of  the  "moved 

control  rod"  signature  are: 
*  again,  a  relatively  high  positive  or  negative  Cl  value  at  the  location  of  a  control  rod  or  gray  rod  (in  the 

exemplary  reactor  thermocouples  and  control  or  gray  rods  never  share  a  common  location). 
*  much  smaller  Cl  values  of  the  same  or  opposite  sign  as  the  center  Cl  value  in  the  laterally  and  diagonally 

30  adjacentfuel  locations.  (Whether  the  Cl  values  are  of  the  same  or  opposite  sign  depends  on  which  ther- 
mocouples  are  operational  in  the  near  vicinity,  i.e.,  the  values  of  nearby  CI's  are  influenced  to  some  de- 
gree  by  the  spline  fit  algorithm.) 

The  sign  of  the  center  Cl  value  reflects  the  direction  of  movement  of  the  control  rod~a  negative  center  Cl  value 
indicates  rod  insertion.  The  magnitude  of  the  center  Cl  value  is  roughly  proportional  to  the  amount  of  reactivity 

35  (positive  or  negative)  inserted  locally  by  rod  movement. 
Important  keys  to  the  signature  differentiation  process  are  two:  (1)  is  the  maximum  Cl  value  at  a  thermo- 

couple  location  or  on  a  control  rod/grey  rod  location?  If  at  a  control  rod/grey  rod  location,  almost  certainly  the 
rod  has  moved.  (2)  if  the  maximum  Cl  value  is  at  a  thermocouple  location,  reprocessing  the  RD  fit  and  Cl  eval- 
uation  with  the  suspect  RD  value  discarded  will  show  a  recognizable  change  in  the  Cl  values  at  laterally  ad- 

40  jacent  fuel  assembly  locations. 
An  example  of  the  ability  of  the  invention  to  distinguish  between  a  dropped  rod  and  a  malfunctioning  ther- 

mocouple  is  illustrated  by  Figures  3,  and  4A  and  4B  which  plot  the  values  of  Cl  for  the  fuel  assemblies  in  the 
vicinity  of  a  dropped  rod,  and  in  the  vicinity  of  a  failed  thermocouple  respectively.  Each  (-)  and  (+)  represent 
an  arbitrary  unit  of  Cl,  while  the  dots  represent  partial  units  of  random  sign.  As  can  be  seen  from  Figure  3, 

45  there  is  a  large  negative  Cl  at  the  location  of  a  dropped  rod  in  the  center  of  the  figure  in  the  fuel  assembly  11 
outlined  in  heavy  line.  It  will  be  noticed  that  the  CI's  in  the  laterally  and  diagonally  adjacent  fuel  assemblies 
are  of  either  sign  and  are  much  smaller  in  magnitude  than  the  Cl  of  the  assembly  with  the  dropped  rod.  Also, 
it  will  be  noted  that  the  CI's  of  the  fuel  assemblies  360°  around  and  several  assemblies  away  from  the  assembly 
with  the  dropped  rod  are  affected.  On  the  other  hand,  it  can  be  seen  in  Figure  4A  that  only  the  CI's  for  the  fuel 

so  assemblies  laterally  spaced  on  the  cardinal  axes  from  the  fuel  assembly  with  a  failed  thermocouple  are  af- 
fected.  Most  importantly,  it  can  be  seen  that  the  CI's  for  the  laterally  adjacent  fuel  assemblies  are  always  of 
opposite  sign  from  that  of  the  fuel  assembly  with  the  failed  thermocouple,  and  that  the  function  falls  off  more 
rapidly  than  in  the  case  of  a  dropped  rod.  Figure  4B  illustrates  the  distribution  of  Cl  values  calculated  from  RD 
values  generated  from  a  surface  spline  fit  in  which  the  RD  value  for  the  suspect  thermocouple  is  given  a  high 

55  lack  of  confidence  factor.  As  can  be  seen,  only  very  small  disturbances  even  at  the  location  of  the  suspect 
thermocouple  are  indicate.  Again,  the  disturbances  only  extend  to  the  four  laterally  adjacent  fuel  assembly  lo- 
cations. 

Figure  5  is  a  block  diagram  of  one  of  four  trains  51  of  the  dropped  rod  detector  system  49.  The  illustrated 
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train  51  of  the  dropped  rod  detector  system  49  includes  a  front  end  hot  leg  RTD  signal  processor  53.  This  proc- 
essor  digitizes  ohm  signals  received  from  the  hot  leg  RTD's  41  (typically  three)  in  the  train  and  converts  the 
digital  ohm  signals  to  degrees  Fahrenheit.  The  processor  53  then  generates  an  average  Thot  temperature  for 
the  train.  This  average  temperature  Thot,  is  sent  to  all  of  the  other  trains.  The  processor  53  receives  the  average 

5  hot  leg  temperatures  Thot  generated  by  all  of  the  other  trains  and  generates  therefrom  an  average,  average 
Thot  signal. 

Each  train  51  also  includes  a  front  end  cold  leg  RTD  signal  processor  54  which  similarly  digitizes  ohm 
signals  from  the  cold  leg  RTDs  43  in  the  train  and  converts  them  to  degrees  Fahrenheit.  The  processor  54 
then  generates  train  average  TcoWsignal  whjch  is  sent  to  all  of  the  other  trains.  The  processor  54  then  generates 

w  an  average,  average  cold  leg  temperature  7"coWfrom  the  Tcold  signals  from  all  of  the  trains. 
A  calculator  55  generates  from  the  Thot  and  Tcold  signals  a  ATcore  signal  which  is  the  average  temperature 

rise  across  the  core. 
The  train  51  also  includes  a  front  end  thermocouple  (TC)  signal  processor  57  which,  when  the  train  is  in 

service,  digitizes  voltage  signals  generated  at  each  of  the  thermocouples  in  the  train  having  coordinates  L,M 
15  and  converts  them  from  mi  Hi-volts  to  degrees  Fahrenheit.  The  T/C  signal  processor  57  also  identifies  obviously 

failed  thermocouples,  both  failed  open  and  failed  closed.  In  both  cases,  the  processor  57  sets  a  lack  of  con- 
fidence,  or  tolerance,  factor  C  (L,M)  used  in  the  surface  spline  fit  to  a  large  value  (approximately  1,000,  for 
example).  As  is  well  known,  the  lack  of  confidence  factor  C  smooths  out  the  surface  spline  fit  by  allowing  the 
surface  generated  to  deviate  at  a  data  point  by  an  amount  which  is  a  function  of  the  magnitude  of  the  lack  of 

20  confidence  factor  C  at  that  point. 
The  T/C  signal  processor  57  computes  for  each  thermocouple  a  ATT/C(L,M)  which  is  the  difference  between 

the  thermocouple  reading  and  the  average  inlet  temperature  reading,  Tcold,  provided  by  the  processor  54. 
These  ATT/C(L,M)  values  and  C  (L,M)  values  for  the  train  are  sent  to  all  the  other  trains.  Similarly,  the  processor 
57  receives  the  same  values  from  the  other  trains  and  outputs  all  of  them  to  an  RD  and  Cl  calculator  59. 

25  If  the  train  51  is  not  in  service^because  of  train  failure  or  because  it  is  in  the  test  mode,  the  front  end  T/C 
signal  processor  57  sets  all  the  ATT/C(L,M)  in  the  train  to  ATcore.  In  addition,  all  C  (L,M)  in  the  train  are  set  to 
a  large  value  (approximately  1  ,000).  Again,  these  values  are  sent  to  all  the  other  trains  and  the  corresponding 
values  from  all  the  other  trains  are  received  to  generate  a  complete  set  of  values  which  is  sent  to  the  calculator 
59. 

30  As  will  be  discussed  in  more  detail  below,  RD  and  Cl  calculator  59  utilizes  the  ATT/C  and  C  signals  from 
the  T/C  signal  processor  57  and  the  ATcore  from  the  calculator  55  together  with  reference  values  for  ATT/C  and 
A7"core  to  generate  the  Cl  values  for  all  of  the  fuel  assemblies  11  which  are  then  used  byaClevaluator61  which 
identifies  any  dropped  rods.  The  dropped  rod  signal  is  applied  to  a  safety  system  grade  rod  withdrawal  stop 
generation  module  63  which  generates  a  rod  stop  signal  for  the  train. 

35  The  Cl  evaluator  61  also  identifies  failed  thermocouples.  The  front  end  processor  57,  in  effect,  throws  out 
obviously  failed  thermocouples  by  setting  their  C  values  to  a  large  number.  As  a  result,  the  Cl  evaluator  will 
essentially  ignore  such  thermocouples  and  concentrate  on  the  questionable  thermocouples.  This  would  in- 
clude  those  which  are  not  completely  failed  but  are  unreliable.  The  identification  of  malfunctioning  thermo- 
couples  is  stored  in  a  library  65  together  with  the  large  C  values  for  such  failed  thermocouples.  The  library  65 

40  also  stores  the  identification  of  failed  thermocouples  detected  by  the  processor  57. 
As  discussed  previously,  the  structure  51  illustrated  in  Figure  5  is  provided  for  each  of  the  four  trains  of 

the  dropped  rod  protection  system.  As  shown  in  Figure  6,  the  rod  stop  signals  generated  by  the  stop  generators 
63-1  to  63-4  for  each  of  the  four  trains  is  input  to  voting  logic  67  which,  as  is  well  known  in  the  art,  generates 
a  block  rod  withdrawal  signal  in  the  presence  of  a  selected  combination  of  train  rod  stop  signals  such  as,  for 

45  example,  two  out  of  four,  or  if  one  train  is  out  of  service,  two  out  of  three.  The  block  rod  withdrawal  signal  is 
applied  to  the  rod  control  system  37  to  prevent  withdrawal  of  the  controljods  in  response  to  a  dropped  rod. 

As  shown  in  Figure  7,  a  common  reference  transmitter  69  provides  ATcoremEFand  ATT/c(L,M)REFva\ues  for 
all  thermocouple  locations  to  each  of  the  four  trains  of  the  dropped  rod  protection  system.  As  the  banks  of  con- 
trol  rods  move,  maps  of  the  Cl  values  across  the  core  will  show  progressively  greater  symmetric  distortion, 

so  reflecting  the  deviation  of  the  current  rod  configuration  from  that  under  which  reference  conditions  were  es- 
tablished.  This  is  perfectly  normal,  but  none  the  less  higWy  confusing  to  a  computer.  Accordingly,  it  is  highly 
desirable  to  periodically  update  the  reference  values  of  ATcora/R£Fand  ATT/C(L,M)REF.  These  references  values 
are  updated,  utilizing  a  software  core  surveillance  program  such  as  BEACON,  which  is  typically  run  at,  for 
example,  15  minute  intervals.  BEACON,  which  is  available  from  Westinghouse  Commercial  Nuclear  Fuels  Di- 

55  visions,  is  an  analytical  tool  which  calculates  a  three  dimensional  nodal  power  distribution  in  the  core  utilizing 
either  excore  power  range  detectors  and  core  exit  thermocouples  orf  ixed  incore  detectors.  Since  the  reference 
transmitter  69,  and  BEACON  which  interfaces  with  it,  are  not  safety  system  grade,  the  reference  signals  pro- 
vided  by  the  reference  transmitters  69  are  subject  to  human  approval  as  shown  functionally  by  the  switch  71 

6 
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in  Figure  5.  If  there  is  reason  for  the  operator  to  believe  that  the  reference  values  are  not  valid,  approval  of  the 
reference  values  can  be  withheld.  Also,  as  discussed  in  connection  with  Figure  11  below,  updating  of  the  ref- 
erences  can  be  prevented  by  a  block  indicated  at  70  when  misalignment  of  a  control  rod  is  detected. 

A  method  for  updating  the  reference  values  is  to  (a)  monitor  the  Cl  values  at  symmetric  control  rod  locations 
5  of  the  controlling  groups.  These  values  will  steadily  increase  in  absolute  magnitude  as  the  control  rods  are 

moved  farther  and  fartherfrom  the  positions  they  were  at  when  the  last  reference  set  of  values  was  established, 
(b)  when  the  monitored  Cl  values  reach  a  preselected  absolute  magnitude,  display  to  the  operator  the  bank 
position  that  corresponded  to  the  still  current  reference  values  and  an  indication  of  the  net  direction  of  bank 
movement  from  that  position.  The  operator  must  then  attempt  to  confirm,  using  the  rod  position  indicators,  that 

w  the  dropped  rod  protection  septum  has  successfully  tracked  the  trend  of  control  bank  movement.  If  no  alarms 
to  the  contrary  exist  and  if  he  is  satisfied  that  the  protection  system  is  at  least  trending  properly,  he  must  au- 
thorize  replacing  the  set  of  reference  values  that  had  been  in  use  with  the  current  set  of  those  parameters. 
The  key  ingredient  here  is  the  operator's  verification  that  the  system  is  apparently  working  correctly,  (c)  if  one 
of  the  "anomalous  train  behavior"  or  anomalous  rod/bank  movement  type  alarms  is  generated,  an  update 

15  "block"  is  activated  and  the  current  values  can  not  be  made  reference  values.  If  the  operator  is  not  satisfied 
that  the  system  is  trending  properly  he  must  withhold  approval  to  update  the  reference  values.  In  either  event, 
and  assuming  that  any  system  malfunctions  have  been  corrected,  the  operator  must  verify  that  the  BEACON 
core  surveillance  system  is  running  correctly,  i.e.,  no  significant  differences  exist  between  various  measurable 
aspects  of  core  power  distribution  such  as  incore  detector  signals  and  the  equivalent  analytically  predicted 

20  values.  If  BEACON  is  seen  to  be  generating  ajeliable  estimate  of  core  power  distribution,  the  operator  can 
authorize  the  current  BEACON  estimates  of  ATcore  and  ATT/C  for  all  thermocouples  to  be  established  as  the 
new  set  of  reference  values  for  the  dropped  rod  protection  system.  Since  BEACON  runs  continuously  on-line 
it  is  always  current  with  core  operations,  (d)  if  the  reference  values  cannot  be  updated  when  needed,  admin- 
istrative  controls,  such  as  setting  very  conservative  rod  insertion  limits  to  insure  that  the  core  will  survive  one 

25  or  more  dropped  rods  without  damage,  must  be  imposed  until  the  situation  is  corrected. 
Figure  8  illustrates  a  flow  chart  for  the  RD  and  Cl  calculator  59.  Utilizing  the  information  from  the  AT  cal- 

culator  55  and  the  T/C  signal  processor  57  as  well  as  the  reference  information  from  the  reference  transmitter 
69,  the  calculator  59  computes  RD  (L,M)  at  all  thermocouple  locations  using  equation  1  as  indicated  at  71  . 
Using  these  RD  values  and  the  corresponding  lack  of  confidence  factors  C  for  those  locations,  a  surface  spline 

30  fit  is  used  at  73  to  generate  the  relative  power  deviation  RD  for  all  fuel  assemblies  (i,j).  These  values  are  then 
used  to  calculate  the  curvature  indices  Cl  (i,j)  for  all  fuel  assemblies  11  using  equation  2  as  indicated  at  75. 
The  curvature  indices  are  then  ranked  by  magnitude  at  77. 

The  system,  of  course,  also  detects  normal  movement  of  the  control  rods.  Periodically,  such  as  for  exam- 
ple,  every  10  minutes,  as  determined  at  79,  the  status  of  flags  indicating  rod  movement  is  stored  at  81,  the 

35  flags  are  reset  at  83  and  a  timer  for  the  period  is  reset  at  85. 
The  flow  chart  for  the  Cl  evaluator61  is  shown  in  Figures  9A-9Cwith  an  insert  which  is  Figure  10.  The  Cl 

evaluator  cycles  through  the  ranked  CIs  in  descending  absolute  order  as  indicated  at  87.  Only  those  absolute 
Cl  values  which  are  greater  than  a  first  limit  as  determined  at  89  are  examined.  This  limit  1  is  selected  so  that 
only  signals  above  the  expected  noise  level  need  be  examined.  When  all  of  the  significant  CIs  have  been  ex- 

40  amined,  the  Cl  evaluator  is  exited  and  the  program  transfers  to  the  rod  movement  analyzer  shown  in  Figures 
11Aand  11  B.  If  the  evaluator  cycles  through  all  of  the  CIs,  indicating  that  all  of  the  CIs  are  above  the  first  limit, 
which  is  not  a  valid  condition,  "an  anomalous  train  behavior"  alarm  is  generated  at  91. 

For  those  Cl  signals  above  the  noise  level  at  locations  (i,  j)  at  which  there  are  thermocouples  as  determined 
at  93,  the  Cl  evaluator  performs  the  routine  shown  in  Figure  1  0  which  checks  for  a  malfunctioning  thermocouple 

45  at  the  cited  location  by  eliminating  the  reading  from  the  thermocouple.  As  shown  in  Figure  10,  the  current  lack 
of  confidence  factor  C  for  the  thermocouple  in  question,  and  the  current  curvature  index  Cl  array  calculated 
with  that  thermocouple  value,  are  stored  at  97  and  99,  respectively.  The  lack  of  confidence  factor  C  for  the 
thermocouple  in  question  is  then  set  to  a  high  value  at  101  and  the  surface  spline  fit  for  RD  at  all  fuel  assembly 
locations  is  regenerated  at  103.  The  new  RD  values  are  then  used  at  105  to  recalculate  the  CIs.  The  CIs  in 

so  the  local  region  around  the  thermocouple  in  question  are  then  evaluated  at  1  07  in  the  manner  discussed  above. 
If  a  bad  thermocouple  signature  is  detected  at  1  07,  the  originally  stored  values  of  C  and  the  Cl  array  are  restored 
at  109  and  111  and  the  program  returns  to  Figure  9Aat  the  "yes"  branch  from  the  insert. 

If  a  bad  thermocouple  signature  is  not  detected  at  107,  the  C  value  for  the  location  under  examination  and 
the  original  Cl  array  are  restored  at  113  and  115  and  the  program  returns  to  Figure  9Aand  the  "no"  branch 

55  from  the  insert. 
Returning  to  Figure  9Afrom  the  "yes"  branch  from  the  insert,  if  the  location  under  examination  is  a  location 

of  a  thermocouple  in  this  train  as  determined  at  117,  then  the  confidence  factor  C  for  this  fuel  assembly  is 
changed  in  the  library  65  to  a  large  value,  such  as  for  example,  1  ,000,  and  a  "new  bad  T/C  in  this  train"  message 
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is  generated  at  121.  If  the  location  under  examination  at  117  is  not  in  this  train,  a  "new  bad  T/C  in  another  train" 
message  is  generated  at  123. 

Whether  the  fuel  assembly  being  examined  has  a  thermocouple  or  not,  if  there  is  a  control  rod  at  this  lo- 
cation,  as  determined  at  125  in  Figure  9B,  the  CIs  in  the  region  surrounding  this  fuel  assembly  are  examined 

5  at  127  to  determine  if  they  show  a  moved  rod  signature.  If  they  do,  the  absolute  value  of  the  Cl  is  examined 
at  129  in  Figure  C  to  determine  whether  it  is  compatible  with  normal  control  rod  movement  or  a  dropped  rod. 
As  soon  as  a  dropped  rod  is  detected,  a  safety  system  grade  rod  withdrawal  stop  signal  is  generated  at  131 
and  transmitted  to  the  rod  control  system  at  133  and  a  "rod  withdrawal  stop  actuated"  alarm  is  generated  at 
135. 

w  If  the  magnitude  of  Cl  at  129  is  less  than  the  limit  2,  a  rod  movement  flag  for  the  rod  at  the  coordinates 
R,S  is  set  at  137.  This  flag  contains  the  Cl  value  and  rod  group  assignment.  The  program  then  loops  back  to 
Figure  9Ato  examine  the  next  fuel  assembly  location. 

If  the  fuel  assembly  being  examined  has  a  Cl  value  above  the  limit  1  ,  but  is  not  the  location  of  a  thermo- 
couple  or  a  control  rod,  a  determination  is  made  at  139  in  Figure  9B  as  to  whether  the  fuel  assembly  is  within 

15  a  five  by  five  assembly  array  of  a  control  rod  which  has  moved.  If  the  fuel  assembly  is  within  the  proximity  of 
a  moved  control  rod  which  would  explain  the  Cl  value,  the  program  loops  back  to  Figure  9A  to  examine  the 
next  fuel  assembly.  If  this  fuel  assembly  is  not  within  the  proximity  of  an  identified  moved  control  rod,  or  a 
moved  control  rod  signature  was  not  identified  at  127,  then  a  "anomalous  train  behavior"  alarm  is  generated 
at  141  before  the  program  loops  back  to  87. 

20  Figures  11A  and  11B  illustrate  the  flowchart  for  the  rod  movement  analyzer.  As  indicated  in  connection 
with  the  description  of  Figure  9A,  when  all  the  fuel  assemblies  with  significant  Cl  values  have  been  evaluated, 
this  routine  is  called  to  analyze  detected  rod  movements.  This  is  done  by  cycling  through  the  rod  banks  in  the 
order  of  insertion  sequence  as  indicated  at  143  in  Figure  11  A  to  determine  if  there  are  any  flags  set  indicating 
a  movement  of  a  control  rod  in  the  bank  as  indicated  at  145.  If  only  one  rod  movement  flag  is  set  in  the  bank 

25  as  determined  at  147,  then  an  "apparent  misalignment  of  rod  (R,S)  in  bank  X"  message  is  generated  at  149 
and  the  "reference  update"  block  is  set  at  151.  This  prevents  changing  of  the  references  at  70  in  Figure  7.  If 
the  movement  of  more  than  one  but  not  all  of  the  rods  in  the  bank  have  been  detected  at  1  53,  then  an  "anom- 
alous  movement  of  bank  X  rods"  message  is  generated  at  1  55. 

If  there  are  indications  that  all  of  the  rods  in  the  bank  have  moved  at  153,  and  the  time  has  arrived  for  a 
30  bank  movement  update  as  indicated  at  157,  the  current  rod  movement  flag  data  is  compared  on  a  rod  by  rod 

basis  with  the  stored  data  on  that  bank.  If  recent  bank  movement  is  indicated  at  159  in  Figure  11  B  and  that 
movement  is  indicated  as  being  a  withdrawal  at  161,  a  "bank  X  withdrawn  during  last  minutes" 
message  is  generated  at  163.  For  a  rod  insertion,  a  corresponding  message  is  generated  at  165. 

The  rod  movement  analyzer  does  not  provide  precise  information  on  rod  movement,  but  rather,  provides 
35  an  indication  of  which  rods  have  moved  and  in  which  direction  which  can  be  compared  with  the  rod  position 

indicator  system.  The  rod  analyzer  functions  primarily  serve  as  a  confidence  builder  for  the  operator  by  pro- 
viding  information  on  rod  movement  which  can  be  cross-checked  against  other  systems  to  provide  an  indication 
of  the  reliability  of  the  system. 

While  specific  embodiments  of  the  invention  have  been  described  in  detail,  it  will  be  appreciated  by  those 
40  skilled  in  the  art  that  various  modifications  and  alternatives  to  those  details  could  be  developed  in  light  of  the 

overall  teachings  of  the  disclosure.  Accordingly,  the  particular  arrangements  disclosed  are  meant  to  be  illus- 
trative  only  and  not  limiting  as  to  the  scope  of  the  invention  which  is  to  be  given  the  full  breadth  of  the  appended 
claims  and  any  and  all  equivalents  thereof. 
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IDENTIFICATION  OF  REFERENCE  NUMERALS  USED  IN  THE  DRAWINGS 

LEGEND  REF  .  NO  .  FIGURE 

34  1 

37  1 

37  6 

39  1 

41  5 

43  5 

45  5 

47  1 

49  1 

53  5 

54  5 

55  5 

57  5 

59  5 

61  5 

63  5 

63-1  6 

63-2  6 

63-3  6 

63-4  6 

65  5 

67  6 

69  7 

70  7 

71  8 

73  8 

75  8 

77  8 

79  8 

81  8 

eves  

ROD  CONTROL  SYSTEM 

ROD  CONTROL  SYSTEM 

REACTOR  CONTROL  AND  PROTECTION  SYSTEM 

HOT  LEG  RTD'S  IN  TRAIN 

COLD  LEG  RTD'S  IN  TRAIN 

CORE  EXIT  T/C'S  IN  TRAIN 

INCORE  DETECTOR  SYSTEM 

DROPPED  ROD  DET 

FRONT  END  HOT  LET  RTD  SIGNAL  PROCESSOR 

FRONT  END  COLD  LEG  RTD  SIGNAL  PROCESSOR 

A  T  CORE  CALCULATOR 

FRONT  END  T/C  SIGNAL  PROCESSOR 

RD  &  CI  CALCULATOR 

CI  EVALUATOR 

I-E  ROD  WITHDRAWAL  STOP  GENERATION 

STOP  GEN. 

STOP  GEN. 

STOP  GEN. 

STOP  GEN. 

TRAIN  C(L,M)  LIBRARY 

VOTING  LOGIC 

REFERENCE  ATT/C(L,M)  AND  AT  CORE  TRANSMITTER 

"REFERENCE  UPDATE"  BLOCK  NOT  SET 

COMPUTE  RD  (L,M)  AT  ALL  T/C  LOCATIONS 

GENERATE  SURFACE  SPLINE  FIT  FOR  RD  ( I , J )  
AT  ALL  I , J   FUEL  LOCATIONS 

CALCULATE  CI  (I ,J)   AT  ALL  I , J   FUEL  LOCATIONS 

RANK  [ C I ( I , J ) ] ' S   FROM  LARGEST  TO  SMALLEST 

IS  IT  TIME  TO  RESET  ALL  ROD  MOVEMENT  FLAGS 

STORE  ALL  ROD  MOVEMENT  FLAG  INFORMATION 
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IDENTIFICATION  OF  REFERENCE  NUMERALS  USED  IN  THE  DRAWINGS 

LEGEND  REF.  NO.  FIGURE 

83  8 

85  8 

87  9A 

8  9  9A 

91  9A 

93  9A 

95  9A 

97  10 

99  10 

101  10 

RESET  ALL  ROD  MOVEMENT  FLAGS  TO  OFF  83  8 

RESET  TIMER  85  8 

MARCH  THROUGH  RANKED  [ C I ( I , J ) ] ' S   87  9A 
10 

IS  [CI ( I , J ) ]   GREATER  THAN  LIMIT  1  8  9  9A 

GENERATE  AN  "ANOMOLOUS  TRAIN  BEHAVIOR"  ALARM  91  9A 

IS  THE  (I,J)  LOCATION  AT  A  T/C  LOCATION  93  9A 

INSERT  FIG.  10  95  9A 

STORE  THE  CURRENT  VALUE  OF  C(L,M)  97  10 

STORE  THE  CURRENT  (CI( I , J )   ARRAY  99  10 
20 TEMPORARILY  SET  C(L,M)  TO  A  HIGH  101  10 

VALUE  (-1000) 

REGENERATE  SURFACE  SPLINE  FIT  FOR  RD(I,J)  103  10 
AT  ALL  I , J   FUEL  LOCATIONS 

25  RECALCULATE  CI ( I , J )   AT  ALL  (I,J)  105  10 
FUEL  LOCATIONS 

DO  THE  CI'S  IN  THE  LOCAL  MINIREGION  SHOW  107  10 
A  BAD  T/C"  SIGNATURE 

30  RESTORE  THE  ORIGINAL  VALUE  OF  C(L,M)  109  10 

RESTORE  THE  ORIGINAL  CI ( I , J )   ARRAY  111  10 

RESTORE  THE  ORIGINAL  VALUE  OF  C(L,M)  113  10 
35  RESTORE  THE  ORIGINAL  CI ( I , J )   ARRAY  115  10 

IS  THE  (I ,J)   LOCATION  A  T/C  LOCATION  IN  117  9A 
THIS  TRAIN 

CHANGE  THE  C(L,M)  VALUE  IN  THE  TRAIN  119  9B 
40  LIBRARY  TO  A  LARGE  VALUE  (-1000) 

GENERATE  A  "NEW  BAD  T/C  IN  THIS  121  9B 
TRAIN"  MESSAGE 

GENERATE  A  "NEW  BAD  T/C  IN  ANOTHER  123  9B 
45  TRAIN"  MESSAGE 

IS  THE  (I ,J)   LOCATION  A  CONTROL  ROD  LOCATION  125  9B 

DO  THE  CI'S  IN  THE  LOCAL  MINI-REGION  SHOW  A  127  9B 
MOVED  ROD  SIGNATURE 

50 
IS  THE  [CI(R,S)]  VALUE  GREATER  THAN  LIMIT  2  129  9C 

GENERATE  A  PROTECTION  GRADE  ROD  WITHDRAWAL  131  9C 
STOP  SIGNAL 
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109  10 

111  10 

113  10 

115  10 

117  9A 

125  9B 

127  9B 

129  9C 

131  9C 
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IDENTIFICATION  OF  REFERENCE  NUMERALS  USED  IN  THE  DRAWINGS 

LEGEND  REF.  NO.  FIGURE 

5 
TRANSMIT  STOP  SIGNAL  TO  ROD  CONTROL  SYSTEM  133  9C 

GENERATE  A  "ROD  WITHDRAWAL  STOP  135  9C 
ACTUATED"  ALARM 

10  SET  ROD  (R,S)  MOVEMENT  FLAG  CONTAINING  CI  13  7  9C 
(R,S)  VALUE  AND  ROD  GROUP  ASSIGNMENT 

IS  THE  CI  (I ,J)   WITHIN  A  KNIGHT'S  13  9  9B 
IS  MOVE  OF  AN  IDENTIFIED  MOVED  CONTROL  ROD 

15  GENERATE  "ANOMOLOUS  TRAIN  BEHAVIOR"  ALARM  141  9B 

MARCH  THROUGH  THE  ROD  BANKS  IN  THE  ORDER  OF  143  11A 
THE  INSERTION  SEQUENCE 

ARE  ANY  BANK  x  MOVEMENT  FLAGS  SET  145  h a  
20 ARE  MORE  THAN  ONE  BANK  x  MOVEMENT  FLAGS  SET  147  H A  

GENERATE  "APPARENT  MISALIGNMENT  OF  ROD  (R,  S)  149  H A  
IN  BANK  x"  MESSAGE 

SET  "REFERENCE  UPDATE"  BLOCK  151  h a  

ARE  THE  MOVEMENT  FLAG  FOR  ALL  RODS  IN  153  h a  
BANK  x  SET 

GENERATE  "ANOMOLOUS  MOVEMENT  OF  BANK  x  155  11A 
RODS"  MESSAGE 30 
IF  TIME  FOR  NEXT  BANK  MOVEMENT  UPDATE  COMPARE  157  H A  CURRENT  ROD  MOVEMENT  FLAG  DATA  WITH  STORED 
DATA  ON  BANK  x  ROD  BY  ROD  BASIS 

IS  RECENT  BANK  MOVEMENT  INDICATED  159  h b  
IS  RECENT  BANK  MOVEMENT  A  WITHDRAWAL  161  11B 

GENERATE  A  "BANK  X  WITHDRAWN  DURING  LAST  -  163  11B MINUTES"  MESSAGE 

40  GENERATE  A  "BANK  x  INSERTED  DURING  LAST  -  165  H B  MINUTES"  MESSAGE 

15 

45  Claims 

1  .  A  pressurized  water  reactor  (3)  comprising: 
a  reactor  core  (9)  having  a  plurality  of  fuel  assemblies  (11); 
means  (33)  circulating  coolant  through  said  fuel  assemblies  of  said  reactor  core; 

so  control  rods  (35)  insertable  into  said  reactor  core  (9); 
rod  control  means  (37)  for  automatically  inserting  into  and  withdrawing  from  said  reactor  core  (9) 

at  least  certain  of  said  control  rods  (35);  and 
means  (49)  detecting  a  dropped  control  rod  and  automatically  blocking  said  rod  control  means  (37) 

from  withdrawing  control  rods  (35)  from  the  reactor  core  (9)  when  a  dropped  rod  is  detected. 
55 

2.  The  pressurized  water  reactor  of  claim  1  wherein  said  means  (49)  detecting  a  dropped  control  rod  com- 
prises  temperature  sensors  (45)  generating  temperature  signals  representative  of  the  temperature  of  said 
coolant  exiting  selected  fuel  assemblies  (11)  distributed  across  said  reactor  core  and  means  (51)  respon- 

11 
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sive  to  said  temperature  signals  for  recognizing  a  dropped  control  rod  and  generating  a  stop  signal,  and 
wherein  said  rod  control  means  (37)  is  responsive  to  said  stop  signal  to  block  withdrawal  of  said  control 
rods  (35)  from  said  reactor  core  (9). 

5  3.  The  pressurized  water  reactor  of  claim  2  wherein  said  temperature  sensors  (45)  comprise  thermocouples, 
wherein  said  means  responsive  to  said  temperature  signals  for  recognizing  a  dropped  control  rod  includes 
means  (61)  responsive  to  said  temperature  signals  for  distinguishing  a  malfunctioning  thermocouple  from 
a  dropped  control  rod  and  generating  said  stop  signal  only  in  response  to  a  dropped  control  rod. 

10  4.  The  pressurized  water  reactor  of  claim  2  wherein  said  means  (49)  detecting  a  dropped  control  rod  further 
includes  means  (41,  43,  55)  determining  an  average  change  in  temperature  of  reactor  coolant  passing 
through  the  reactor  core,  means  (59)  determining  a  relative  power  deviation  for  said  fuel  assemblies  from 
said  temperature  signals  and  said  average  change  in  temperature,  and  means  (75-129)  processing  said 
relative  power  deviations  to  detect  a  dropped  control  rod. 

15 5.  The  pressurized  water  reactor  of  claim  4  wherein  said  means  (75-129)  processing  said  relative  power  de- 
viations  comprises  means  (75)  generating  for  said  fuel  assemblies  curvature  indices  representative  of  a 
spatial  second  derivative  of  said  relative  temperature  changes,  and  means  (77-129)  recognizing  from  said 
curvature  indices  a  dropped  control  rod. 

20  6.  The  pressurized  water  reactor  of  claim  5  wherein  said  temperature  sensors  (45)  comprise  thermocouples, 
and  wherein  said  recognizing  means  (77-129)  analyzes  said  curvature  indices  of  fuel  assemblies  at  and 
around  said  thermocouples  to  identify  a  malfunctioning  thermocouple. 

7.  The  pressurized  water  reactor  of  claim  6  wherein  said  means  (49)  detecting  a  dropped  control  rod  is  div- 
25  ided  into  multiple  trains  (51)  with  each  train  comprising  certain  of  said  thermocouples  (45)  distributed 

across  said  reactor  core  (9),  means  (57)  determining  said  relative  change  in  temperature,  means(59)  gen- 
erating  said  curvature  indices  and  means  (61)  analyzing  said  curvature  indices  and  separately  generating 
for  said  train  a  rod  stop  signal,  and  wherein  said  rod  control  means  (49)  is  responsive  to  said  rod  stop 
signals  from  each  train  and  blocks  withdrawal  of  said  control  rods  through  selective  logic  (67)  applied  to 

30  said  stop  signals. 

8.  The  pressurized  water  reactor  of  claim  6  wherein  said  means  (59)  generating  said  curvature  indices  au- 
tomatically  compensates  for  a  malfunctioning  thermocouple  detected  by  said  analyzing  means. 

35  9.  A  method  of  protecting  a  pressurized  water  reactor  (3)  having  a  reactor  core  (9)  with  fuel  assemblies  (11) 
through  which  a  reactor  coolant  is  circulated  from  a  cold  leg  (31)  to  a  hot  leg  (21),  said  method  comprising 
the  steps  of: 

providing  safety  system  grade  core  exit  thermocouples  (45)  at  selected  fuel  assemblies  (1  1)  across 
said  reactor  core  (9); 

40  automatically  measuring  core  exit  temperatures  at  the  selected  fuel  assemblies  (11)  at  which  said 
safety  system  grade  core  exit  thermocouples  (45)  are  located; 

automatically  measuring  average  core  inlet  and  outlet  temperatures  with  safety  system  grade  tem- 
perature  sensors  (43,  41)  at  said  cold  leg  and  hot  leg; 

automatically  analyzing  with  a  safety  system  grade  analyzer  said  pattern  of  exit  temperatures  and 
45  said  average  core  inlet  and  outlet  temperatures  to  identify  a  dropped  control  rod  (35);  and 

automatically  blocking  with  safety  system  grade  means  (63)  withdrawal  of  control  rods  (35)  from 
said  reactor  core  (9)  when  a  dropped  rod  is  identified. 

1  0.  The  method  of  claim  8  wherein  said  step  of  analyzing  comprises: 
50  automatically  calculating  a  relative  power  deviation  for  each  fuel  assembly  (11)  from  said  core  exit 

temperatures,  and  from  said  average  core  inlet  and  outlet  temperatures; 
automatically  calculating  curvature  indices  for  said  fuel  assemblies  (11)  from  said  relative  power 

deviations;  and 
automatically  recognizing  a  dropped  control  rod  from  said  curvature  indices. 

11.  The  method  of  claim  10  further  including  automatically  recognizing  a  malfunctioning  thermocouple  (45) 
from  said  curvature  indices. 

12 
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12.  The  method  of  claim  11  including  automatically  adjusting  said  calculating  a  relative  power  deviation  for 
each  assembly  for  a  malfunctioning  thermocouple  (45). 

13.  The  method  of  claim  10  where  said  calculating  a  relative  power  deviation  for  each  fuel  assembly  com- 
prises  applying  the  relationship: 

A H L f f l  RD(LJt)  =  100 (Eq.  1] 
AT0(Lt f )  

10 

where: 
(L,M)  =  Thermocouple  location 
AT  =  Temperature  rise  in  full  assembly 

15  ATO  =  Temperature  rise  in  full  assembly  at  reference  condition 
&TAvg  =  Temperature  rise  across  reactor  vessel 
ATO  =  Temperature  rise  across  reactor  vessel  at  reference  condition "Avg 

14.  The  method  of  claim  13  where  said  calculating  curvature  comprises  applying  the  relationship: 
20  C/(/,1/)  =  4  *  RD(i,fi  -  [RD(i  -  1  J)  +  RD(i  +  \j)  +  RD(ij  -  1)  +  RD(i,j  +  1)] 

15.  The  method  of  claim  13  including  periodically  updating  said  temperature  rise  in  fuel  assembly  (11)  and 
temperature  rise  across  said  core  (9)  at  reference  conditions. 

16.  The  method  of  claim  15  wherein  said  periodically  updating  comprises  use  of  core  maps  generated  by  an 
incore  detector  system  (47). 

17.  The  method  of  claim  16  wherein  said  periodically  updating  comprises  periodically  analytically  determining 
use  of  core  maps  generated  by  an  incore  detector  system  (47). 

30  18.  The  method  of  claim  15  wherein  said  periodically  updating  comprises  tracking  a  trend  in  control  rod  move- 
ment  from  said  core  exit  temperatures  and  average  core  inlet  and  outlet  temperatures,  comparing  said 
trend  in  control  rod  movement  with  an  independently  determined  control  rod  position,  and  when  said  trend 
in  control  rod  movement  is  substantially  confirmed  by  said  independently  determined  control  rod  position, 
updating  said  temperature  rise  in  fuel  assembly  at  reference  condition  and  said  temperature  rise  across 

35  reactor  vessel  (5)  at  reference  condition  to  current  values  of  said  temperature  rise  in  fuel  assembly  (11) 
and  temperature  rise  across  reactor  vessel  (5). 

40 
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